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Incremental Unsupervised Three-Dimensional
Vehicle Model Learning From Video
Nirmalya Ghosh and Bir Bhanu, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present a new generic model-based
approach for building 3-D models of vehicles from color video
from a single uncalibrated traffic-surveillance camera. We propose a novel directional template method that uses trigonometric
relations of the 2-D features and geometric relations of a single 3-D
generic vehicle model to map 2-D features to 3-D in the face of projection and foreshortening effects. We use novel hierarchical structural similarity measures to evaluate these single-frame-based
3-D estimates with respect to the generic vehicle model. Using
these similarities, we adopt a weighted clustering technique to
build a 3-D model of the vehicle for the current frame. The
3-D features are then adaptively clustered again over the frame
sequence to generate an incremental 3-D model of the vehicle.
Results are shown for several simulated and real traffic videos
in an uncontrolled setup. Finally, the results are evaluated by the
same structural performance measure, underscoring the usefulness of incremental learning. The performance of the proposed
method for several types of vehicles in two considerably different
traffic spots is very promising to encourage its applicability in 3-D
reconstruction of other rigid objects in video.
Index Terms—Clustering, generic vehicle models, traffic surveillance, video-based 3-D modeling, 3-D vehicle modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTELLIGENT transportation systems (ITSs) and trafficsurveillance applications, such as vehicle tracking,
automated highway tollbooths, autopilot vehicles, vehicle-typebased protected parking, etc., heavily depend on fair
recognition/classification of moving vehicles. Present trafficsurveillance systems depend on license plate extraction [1],
which is not robust to illumination variations. In addition,
license plate recognition does not directly help in most of the
applications other than detecting traffic-law-breaking cases.
Hence, considerable research effort has been reported in vehicle
detection, tracking, recognition, and classification, although
predominantly in 2-D (see Table I). However, perspective
projection in a 2-D image plane reduces classification accuracy,
and the results are affected by occlusion and clutter. Reconstructed 3-D models of the vehicles are expected to improve
performance in such traffic applications. Three-dimensional
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reconstruction of an object generally requires multiple views of
the object, which can come from either a multiple-camera setup
for static object or a static camera watching a moving object,
where the views of the object change. In this paper, we use a
static uncalibrated video camera watching moving vehicles. It
provides different views in a partially redundant manner and
has the potential for incremental 3-D modeling of vehicles
from a video frame sequence. We have used a single generic
3-D vehicle model to evaluate correctness and to find weighted
estimates of the incremental model over the frame sequences.
Note that the focus of this paper is not vehicle tracking but 3-D
model reconstruction of vehicles from video. There is no other
work on incremental and unsupervised 3-D model reconstruction of moving vehicles from uncalibrated traffic color video.
In the next section, we provide an overview of the related
work, the motivations for our work, and the contribution of this
paper. In Section III, we begin with a novel template library
approach for mapping 2-D features to 3-D model parameters
for a single frame. We use these estimations in an adaptiveclustering-based incremental learning of the 3-D model of the
vehicles from the video frame sequence and compute structure
reliability scores that are used as both weights in 3-D model
estimation and performance measures at different levels of
abstractions. We end this section with the feature extraction
technique used. In Section IV, we describe different traffic
video data used and 3-D modeling results by the proposed
approach. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the results
and future work in Section V.

II. R ELATED W ORK , M OTIVATION , AND C ONTRIBUTION
A. Related Work and Motivation
In a large proportion of the research on vehicle modeling
and recognition [2], video/image data have been collected from
a camera mounted on a vehicle, which is called the egovehicle, for autonomous navigation or autopilot applications
[3], [4]. After moving vehicles are detected [5], stereovision
is sometimes used to distinguish overlapping cars in 2-D [6].
For illumination invariance, infrared modality alone [7], [8],
multimodality fusion [9], Gabor texture descriptors [10], and
wavelet-based features [11] have been used. However, most of
such works have been in 2-D (see Table I).
However, 2-D-based vehicle-surveillance systems suffer
from the following: 1) Perspective projection may cause different vehicles to have similar silhouettes. For example, the
frontal view of different vehicles may look quite similar in
2-D, whereas they have widely different 3-D structures. This
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TABLE I
R ELATED W ORK ON V EHICLE M ODELING AND R ECOGNITION IN 2-D

TABLE II
S ELECTED R ECENT 3-D M ODEL B UILDING A PPROACHES

creates ambiguity in classification. 2) Orientation changes are
problematic. 3) Occlusion could be a major problem in 2-D,
and it is better handled in 3-D than in 2-D. Hence, 3-D computer
vision has long been a major area of research, and this requires
3-D model reconstruction from video. However, in most cases,
researchers [12], [13] use range data collected by a laser sensor
for 3-D reconstruction (see Table II).
Unfortunately, 3-D range cameras are far more costly to
be used in rugged traffic environments. The availability of
cheap video cameras and structure-from-motion methods have
driven 3-D model building from video or image sequences
(see Table II) in general [26]–[30]. With the exception of [27],
the key shortcomings of the aforementioned work on vehicle
modeling [26]–[30] are given as follows: 1) They work for
detection or 2-D vehicle recognition, without building a 3-D
model. A 3-D model can perform much better for occlusions
and classifications. 2) They consider no adaptation and learning

and are, hence, less robust to environmental variations. Even in
[27], 3-D pose estimation and, then, 3-D–2-D transformation
and matching are performed in 2-D for tracking over the video
frames.
We find that little research has been done on 3-D vehicle
model reconstruction from video and view-invariant vehicle
recognition remains a challenging task. Current research on
unsupervised learning of scale-invariant local features from 2-D
structures [22] is in this direction but has yet to reconstruct a
3-D model. While detection [38], segmentation, and tracking
[25], [39] have been addressed, 3-D model reconstruction has
been ignored in most cases. Frontal 3-D deformation modeling
in [35] and [36] uses 3-D computer-aided design (CAD) models
(but does not build them from video) that are not always available for traffic vehicles. The close placement of the calibrated
camera in [37] restricts the method only to constrained slowly
moving vehicles and suffers from the reflections (visible due to
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Schematic of the technical approach.

closeness, and Lucas-Kanade Tracker (LKT) may be fooled).
Similarly, classification by height profiles from radar [40] or
multiscale texture-based key-component identification from a
single view [41] is not cost effective, and it does not consider
all the views. Rich information in the form of interframe view
relations [42] in video data has not been utilized for 3-D model
building.
General object-tracking strategies [43] do not always work
well in real-world traffic scenarios. There are many modelbased vehicle-tracking methods such as [44]–[49] for trafficaccident prediction or autonomous navigation. In some cases,
known 3-D models and projected poses are used for vehicle
localization. However, in all these methods, one needs reliable
3-D models of the vehicles, and often, the models used are too
simple or too detailed to cover a wide variety of vehicles in
traffic [50]. A standard 3-D reconstruction method is fitting a
deformable 3-D vehicle model to an image sequence by edge
matching in a 2-D image plane [50]. However, for this, we need
a 2-D projection of a complete vehicle. This assumption of the
complete vehicle being visible at different orientations is not
true for traffic videos. The proposed method can take features
from a partially visible vehicle (when entering the camera view)
and start incremental 3-D reconstruction. A deformable modelbased method will have to wait until the complete vehicle is
visible. The bottom-up proposed approach does not start with
a complete 3-D deformable model. Hence, this work is the
first of its kind to use vehicular motion and view integration in
video to incrementally reconstruct 3-D models of vehicles from
uncalibrated static color video. It incrementally adds the model
parts as they are gradually encountered in the video. The real
applications need incremental 3-D reconstruction, with partial
visibility of a vehicle in frames.
B. Contribution of This Paper
Our approach proposes incremental view integration and unsupervised incremental learning to produce reliable 3-D models
of ground vehicles. The approach estimates frame-based 3-D
features of a partially seen vehicle in the current frame, adaptively clusters the same features over the video frames seen until
that point in time, and incrementally learns the parameters of a
3-D generic model for that particular vehicle. We use a crosscorrelation-based 2-D tracking approach for feature extraction
and correspondence and consider a wide variety of vehicles
to validate the performance of our approach. The estimated
3-D model can be used for vehicle-type-based applications,
such as automated toll stations, traffic-flow monitoring, and
surveillance applications, e.g., the monitoring activity of a
particular vehicle. The specific contributions of this paper are
given as follows: 1) novel template-based matching to estimate
3-D orientation of a vehicle from a 2-D frame and to account

foreshortening in projection, 2) incremental 3-D model building
using correspondence across the frame sequence, 3) novel
performance measures for 3-D modeling, and 4) experimental
results using real video data of several vehicles.
III. T ECHNICAL A PPROACH
The proposed technical approach is summarized in Fig. 1.
The extracted 2-D features of a vehicle and the parameters of
a single 3-D generic vehicle model are used as inputs to a new
template library-based approach to map 2-D features estimated
to 3-D model parameters for a single video frame. Then, an
unsupervised incremental learning method fuses the estimates
from all the video frames up to the current point in time to
obtain an incremental 3-D model of the vehicle. Hierarchical
structural similarities are computed between the incremental
model up to the last point in time and the 3-D model estimated
using the current video frame only. These similarity measures
(which are called reliabilities in this paper) are used in incremental learning as fusion weights and as performance measures
at different abstraction levels. In Table III, we define all the
mathematical symbols that are used in this paper.
A. Template Library Approach for 2-D/3-D Mapping for a
Single Frame
In traffic scenarios, it is not cost effective to use laser cameras
that can give 3-D depth information for 3-D model building
of the vehicles. For using camera projection models, we need
calibrated cameras. These are also not always possible because
of the rugged traffic environment. Hence, we propose a novel
template library approach to work with video data from a
single static/fixed uncalibrated video camera to map the 2-D
corners to 3-D to build the 3-D model of vehicles. The key
assumptions are given as follows: 1) Vehicle 3-D surfaces are
planar, and edge segments are linear. This is a valid assumption
to some extent, and it has been utilized in feature extraction
in Section III-D. 2) The vehicle can rotate in 3-D around the
Z-axis only. This is generally true due to ground constraints
of the streets. 3) There are different but constant 3-D to 2-D
projection scales (Sx , Sy , Sz ) for different 3-D directions. This
is valid only when the distance from the camera to the vehicle
is not too far for orthographic projection and not too close for
perspective projection. The vehicle-to-camera distance should
not vary too much for these constants to be fixed.
1) Generation of Template Library: Due to the perspective
projection, linear distances are foreshortened, and 3-D solid
angles between parts are nonlinearly mapped to their 2-D
counterparts in the projected images. In addition, while working
with uncalibrated traffic cameras, it is difficult to estimate
the projection matrix. Furthermore, to add to the complexity,
due to nonlinear perspective mapping and variations in the
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TABLE III
L IST OF S YMBOLS U SED IN T HIS PAPER

Fig. 2. (a) Sample template frame and corresponding template vector, with
angles computed with respect to the image X-axis Ximg . (b) OCC origin (O),
corresponding axes, and motion direction (best viewed in color).

such constants (see Fig. 2) along each of the coordinate axes
[Sx , Sy , Sz ]. These scale factors vary for different possible
azimuths, and we need to find ([SR,x , SR,y , SR,z ]) for each of
360 possible azimuths (R). (Note that 180 of these are mirror
reflections of the other 180.) Hence, a 3-D coordinate axes
system, with each 3-D axis of unit length, is rotated around
the Z-axis for 360 possible azimuths, and 360 templates are
generated. For each frame, a template vector TR is computed
(offline) as in
TR = [R, αR , βR , γR , SR,x , SR,y , SR,z ].

distance/angle of the vehicle from the camera, the projection
matrix needs to be updated. This is cumbersome and sometimes
somewhat redundant, as will be shown in this paper.
In this work, we use a novel approach called “template
library” to approximately estimate the 3-D-to-2-D nonlinear
mapping relations in perspective projection. When assumption 3 is valid
D3D = S ∗ D2D

(1)

holds true with different scale factors S for different line orientations. Multiplicative factor S converts the 2-D pixel length
D2D to 3-D distance D3D .
Computing the projection matrix from multiple views of a
vehicle [51] is not possible when the distance between the
vehicle and the camera is not exactly known. Vehicular linear
ridges between the 3-D surfaces are primarily along three principal 3-D directions (i.e., along three object-centered coordinate
(OCC) axes) [21], [44]. This saves us from determining an
infinite number of S’s for an infinite number of possible line
orientations, even for a particular azimuth of the vehicle. As
most of the 3-D linear edge segments of vehicles are parallel
to one of the coordinate axes in OCC, we just need three

(2)

One sample frame with 5◦ orientation (azimuth) angle is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The template library is the collection
of 360 such vectors (TR ; R = 1, 2, . . . , 360) for 360 possible
azimuths.
2) Finding 3-D Orientation and Projection Scales: For the
current work, we assume that, for the entire video sequence,
the frontal plane of the moving vehicle is visible, and we
take the lower right vertex of this plane as the origin of the
OCC. Note that this constraint can be relaxed if the OCC can
dynamically be relocated to the left-hand lower corner of the
rear plane of the vehicle or, in general, to any corner with three
lines meeting at that point, where each line is along the principal
directions of the vehicle 3-D edges. We decide the OCC origin
for the first frame as the 2-D corner closest to the Ximg -axis
for all the video sequences considered. Then, we use matching
in terms of the concurrent lines and the proximity over the
consecutive frames to track the 2-D OCC origin.
The 2-D angles subtended by the three lines concurrent at
the OCC origin in the image plane are computed as shown in
Fig. 2(b). If the street is not too inclined (which is valid in
most cases), the orientation constraint [by assumption 2] makes
certain that the Z line in Fig. 2(b) is parallel to the image plane
Yimg -axis. This is the OCC Z3D -axis. To disambiguate between
X3D and Y3D directions from the remaining two lines [X and
Y lines in Fig. 2(b)] at the OCC origin, we use the global 2-D
motion vector. This vector is decided by the following:
a) finding corner correspondence by proximity;
b) local motion vectors for the individual corners;
c) binning the motion angles in the histogram;
d) taking the most voted motion direction;
e) comparing with the last frame motion because the street
constrains only smooth variation of the motion direction;
if it varies significantly, take the last frame motion direction as the motion direction for the current frame.
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We compute the interframe motion from 2-D feature
displacement to find the motion angle Φ. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
in general, vehicle-motion direction is close to the direction
of the OCC Y3D -axis. The 2-D line (at OCC) closely parallel
to the motion direction is the OCC Y3D -axis. The remaining
one is the OCC X3D -axis. Note that Φ and β are not always
exactly the same because of possible rotations in the vehicular
motion.
After getting the orientation [α β γ] of [X3D Y3D Z3D ]
directions, as in Fig. 2(b), we find the best Euclidian match of
[α, β, γ] over the corresponding columns [[αR , βR , γR ] in (2)]
of the template vectors in the library. The best match provides
the estimate of the 3-D orientation of the vehicle R and estimated projection scales [Sx , Sy , Sz ] in principal directions, i.e.,
the OCC axis directions.
For finding the Euclidian match with the template vectors
in the template library, all the similarities along different axis
directions may not always be equally important. When the
OCC line parallel to the Y3D -axis is not visible, the Y3D -axis
direction is estimated by the motion direction, which may not
be exactly in the same direction as of the actual Y3D -axis (may
be seen a few frames away), due to the rotation in the vehicular
motion. Hence, we compute the weighted Euclidian distance
with weight vector W = [0.9 0.1 0.0]. As the OCC Z3D -axis
is always very close to 90◦ , it has no importance in estimating
the orientation. Similarly, when all OCC axis lines are visible,
we take W = [0.5 0.5 0.0]. On the other hand, when, due to
increased distance, orthogonal nature (orthographic projection)
creeps in the projection of the lines and X3D -axis line depth
information is the most affected (due to being nearly parallel to
the camera optical axis), to decide the template vector, we assign more weights on the Y3D similarity, i.e., W = [0.1 0.9 0.0].
3) 3-D Estimates: Vertices and Corresponding Lines: Twodimensional/3-D location mapping starts by assigning the
OCC 2-D origin to [0 0 0] and then uses the projection scales
[Sx , Sy , Sz ] in different directions to map the 2-D line distances to 3-D distances along different propagation paths to
get the 3-D locations of other corners. The key steps are in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: 2-D/3-D mapping of features by the template
library approach.
1. Enforce the parallelism between lines (see
Section III-A3a).
2. Iterate for (iter < maxIter) OR (not all visible V2D are
mapped in 3-D).
3. For each of the 2-D visible corners (V2D = [x, y])
a. If it is already mapped to 3-D, consider the next visible
2-D corner.
b. If it is the OCC origin in 2-D, assign 3-D location
[0 0 0].
c. If none of the other corners connected to V2D are
mapped to 3-D, then it cannot be mapped now, and it
will be considered in later iterations when some of its
connected vertices are mapped.
d. If (V2D is connected to a 2-D corner (V 12D =
[x1, y1]) that is already mapped to 3-D) AND (the
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connected line is parallel to one OCC axis), then map
V2D by OCC parallelism (see Section III-A3b).
e. If (none of the completely visible lines connected
to V2D is parallel to OCC axes) AND (V2D is connected by an OCC nonparallel line to another corner V 12D that has already been mapped to 3-D),
then map V2D by OCC nonparallelism approximations
(see Section III-A3c).
4. If all the 2-D corners are not yet mapped to 3-D locations,
then go to step 3 for the next iteration.
5. Modify the final 3-D mappings using structural congruities (see Section III-A3d).

a) Enforcing parallelism: For the propagation of estimated values and the symmetry of the vehicle rigid structures,
we apply parallelism constraints. The lines that are nearly
parallel to the OCC axis directions are enforced to be parallel.
In this case, we use different angular similarity thresholds
(angSimTh) for different vehicle-to-camera distances. The same
angSimTh are used to enforce parallelism between pairs of
lines that are not parallel to any of the OCC axes (i.e., the
lines at the side of the windshield, back shield, or bonnet
inclination).
b) 2-D/3-D mapping by lines parallel to the OCC axis:
If 2-D corner V2D ([x, y]) is connected to another 2-D corner
V 12D ([x1, y1]) that has already been mapped to its 3-D
location [X1, Y 1, Z1] and the connecting line is parallel to one
of the OCC axes, then we directly use the projection scales
[Sx , Sy , Sz ] (see Section III-A2). We compute the 2-D length
(L2D ) of the connecting line Ln in pixels and find to which
OCC axis Ln is parallel. We use
if line Ln is parallel to X3D : L3D = (L2D /Sx ) and
[X1 + L3D Y 1 Z1], if (x > x1)
V3D =
(3)
[X1 − L3D Y 1 Z1], if (x < x1)
if line Ln is parallel to Y3D : L3D = (L2D /Sy ) and

[X1 Y 1 + L3D Z1], if (x < x1)
V3D =
(4)
[X1 Y 1 − L3D Z1], if (x > x1)
if line Ln is parallel to Z3D : L3D = (L2D /Sz ) and
[X1 Y 1 Z1 + L3D ], if (y > y1)
V3D =
(5)
[X1 Y 1 Z1 − L3D ], if (y < y1)
between directions of image plane axis and OCC 3-D axes to
map V2D into V3D .
c) 2-D/3-D mapping for lines that are not parallel to the
OCC axis: If none of the completely visible lines connected
to corner V2D ([x, y]) is parallel to any of the OCC axis AND
2-D corner V2D is connected by an OCC nonparallel line (Ln )
to another 2-D corner V 12D ([x1, y1]) that has already been
mapped to 3-D location V 13D ([X1, Y 1, Z1]), then we use
geometric approximations and trigonometric relations to map
V2D to 3-D location V3D ([X, Y, Z]) (see Fig. 3).
Note that all OCC nonparallel lines in common vehicles lie
in one of the two possible Y3D -Z3D planes in OCC. Hence, the
X3D -axis coordinate of V 13D and V3D will remain the same.
We find the 2-D slope angle (C2D in Fig. 3) of line Ln made
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relations between V2D ([x, y]) and V 12D ([x1, y1]) to map V2D
to its 3-D location.
d) Modification by structural congruity: Finally, we apply the structural constraints from the generic 3-D model to
modify the 3-D mapped coordinates so that, for all X3D -axis,
Y3D -axis, and Z3D -axis parallel lines, corners at both ends will
be different only in the X, Y , and Z coordinates, respectively.
This gradual correction is an iterative process.
B. Adaptive Clustering for Incremental Learning of Vehicle
3-D Model From Frame Sequence
Fig. 3. Estimating 3-D vertex locations connected by edges that are not in
parallel to any of the OCC axes (best viewed in color).

with the Ximg -axis. As the projection of OCC Y3D -axis makes
a 2-D angle β (in Fig. 3) with the image plane Ximg -axis, the
2-D angle B2D subtended by Ln with the OCC Y3D -axis on the
OCC Y3D -Z3D plane is given by
∠B2D = ∠β − ∠C2D .

(6)

Then, we find 2-D angle (A2D ) subtended by the OCC Y3D -axis
and OCC Z3D -axis on the OCC Y3D -Z3D plane by
∠A2D = ∠β − 90◦ and
∠ A2D (in 2D) ⇒ ∠ A3D (in 3D) = 90◦ .

(7)

Now, we postulate that the ratio of the two concurrent 3-D
solid angles (A3D and B3D ) on the same 3-D plane will be equal
to the ratio of the 2-D angles (A2D and B2D ) of the projection
of those 3-D angles on the image plane. This is strictly true
if the assumptions mentioned in Section III-A hold true. This
implies that 2-D angles in the image plane can be mapped to
their 3-D counterpart by linear interpolation. Thus, we find the
3-D counterpart (B3D ) of B2D (see Fig. 3) by
On the same 3D plane,

∠B2D
A3D A2D
=
⇒ ∠B3D =
∗ 90◦ .
B3D B2D
∠A2D
(8)

If the length of the line Ln is L2D , then the components
of L3D along Y3D and Z3D (Ly,3D and Lz,3D ) in the OCC
Y3D -Z3D plane are computed by (9), shown at the bottom of
the page, and then using assumption 2 under Section III-A
and (10), shown at the bottom of the page, based on the 2-D

LY,3D =

V3D

cos(B3D ) ∗ L2D
Sy

⎧
[X1
⎪
⎨
[X1
=
⎪
⎩ [X1
[X1

and

Y 1 + LY,3D
Y 1 − LY,3D
Y 1 + LY,3D
Y 1 − LY,3D

1) 3-D Features: Using the template-library-based method
described in Section III-A, we get the 3-D locations of the
corners and the 2-D connectivity structure among the corners
for a single video frame. Due to the limits of the view volume
of the camera and the nonvisibility from self-occlusion, not
all the corners and the corresponding connecting lines are
completely seen in every frame. In addition, due to multiple
possible paths to reach a particular corner from the OCC origin,
we may obtain different estimates of the 3-D location from
different paths. As more completely connected lines are seen
for a corner, more different estimates are possible. We used
an incremental clustering-based technique to integrate/fuse all
this information to build a 3-D model of a vehicle. All the
3-D vertices are decoupled according to the connected lines,
and each decoupled line terminal is called subvertex. The 3-D
location of each subvertex is computed. From the 2-D corner
connectivity structure, 3-D lines are automatically inferred.
Thus, there are 3-D view-invariant features from a single frame.
a) Three-dimensional locations of the seen subvertices
V3D = [X, Y, Z].

(11)

b) Directional parameters of the completely seen edge
segment, e.g., for edge segments Ln connecting
V 13D [X1, Y 1, Z1] and V 23D [X2, Y 2, Z2], i.e.,
DPLn = V 13D − V 23D
= [(X1 − X2) (Y 1 − Y 2)

(Z1 − Z2)] .

(12)

2) Incremental Learning Using Adaptive Clustering: Features estimated from a single frame are not very robust due
to the approximations used. As more frames are considered,

LZ,3D =

sin(B3D ) ∗ L2D
Sz

Z1 + LZ,3D ],
Z1 − LZ,3D ],
Z1 − LZ,3D ],
Z1 + LZ,3D ],

if (x < x1)&(y
if (x > x1)&(y
if (x < x1)&(y
if (x > x1)&(y

(9)

> y1)
< y1)
< y1)
> y1)

(10)
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incremental estimates are expected to become more reliable.
As, in general, traffic video ground truth is not available (i.e.,
the 3-D model of any particular vehicle is not available), unsupervised learning has been adapted. Steps in the incremental
unsupervised learning are shown in Algorithm 2. Each step is
detailed in the succeeding sections.

Algorithm 2: Incremental learning of the 3-D model.
For each frame:
1. Extract corners and their connectivity structure for the
current frame (see Section III-D). If any of the singleframe-based 3-D estimate is negative due to estimation
propagation over lines with noisy edge points, discard that
frame altogether.
2. Decide completeness of the vertices (see Section III-B2a).
3. For each corner
a. Find its generic number in the 3-D generic model, and
allot all its visible subvertices (see Section III-B2b).
b. Clustering: Accumulate 3-D estimates for all visible subvertices over the frames seen so far (see
Section III-B2c).
c. Structural congruity: Compute LnCong, DirCong,
LnAngErr (E), LnCompRatio (C), and
subV disp (D) (see Section III-B2d) of the 3-D estimates with respect to the 3-D generic model.
d. Adaptation and outlier rejection: Fit 3-D Gaussian
distribution for individual subvertices: Get mean (μ1)
and standard deviation (σ1). Remove points outside
(μ1 ± 2σ1) (see Section III-B2e).
e. Unsupervised learning: Fit 3-D Gaussian for
the remaining feature points, and get (μ, σ) (see
Section III-B2f).
f. Exponential forgetting: For each subvertex, the remaining estimates from step 3(d) are used with exponential forgetting to get the incremental estimates and
reliabilities (subV rlb) (see Section III-B2g).
g. Incrementally learning: Vertices are estimated by the
weighted mean of subvertices and vertex reliabilities
(V rlb) by mean of corresponding subvertex reliability
subV rlb (see Section III-B2h).
4. Incrementally learned line reliabilities: Compute
single-frame reliabilities, and then use exponential forgetting and incremental learning for the frames seen so
far (see Section III-B2h).
5. Model reliability: Computed as a function of vertex
reliability scores from step 3(g) (see Section III-B2i).

a) Deciding the completeness of the vertices: After discarding the frames with erroneous negative 3-D estimates of
the vertices (from a single frame), we find the correspondence
matrix (P t2LnCorr) between vertices and lines for the current
frame. Then, the completeness of the vertices is found using
the number of concurrent lines at that vertex. Complete vertices
have more-than-one concurrent lines, whereas incomplete vertices can have only one.
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b) Deciding proper subvertex allotment from generic
model: In the generic 3-D vehicle model, for any 3-D generic

), line and vertex numberings follow two rules:
vertex (V3D
1) The line connecting the other vertex (V 13D ) with the
lowest generic number is counted first and then with next
lowest generic number and so on, considering generic numbers

) are also considered in
in ascending order. 2) Vertices (V3D
ascending order of the generic numbers. These rules specify
unique subvertex numbers due to the corresponding lines and
ensure that subvertex-level clustering is done with estimates
that are computed in a similar manner.
For complete vertices, their actual generic model vertex
numbers are found from the order of first appearance in the
video sequence. For finding the exact subvertex number, current
single-frame-based 3-D location estimates are saved and used
in the following frames.
For each incomplete vertex (V2D ), there is only one line
connected to it. We take four steps.
1) Find the other vertex (V 12D ), which must be a complete
vertex, connected to V2D .
2) From the generic 3-D vehicle model, find the generic
vertex number of V 13D and its generic connectivity order
for the other vertices to which V 13D is connected to in the
generic 3-D model.
3) Among the connectivity list of V 13D , discard those vertices that are already completely visible (as V3D is not
visible yet), and among the rest, find the best match for
V3D by the slope angle of the connecting line (by the
method in Section III-A3c).
4) Store the estimate of the incomplete vertex at the correct
subvertex variable based on the connectivity order of V3D
in the generic 3-D vehicle model.
c) Clustering: During subvertex-level clustering, note
that the estimates, like subvertex [X, Y, Z] locations, may vary,
depending on the 2-D path taken during estimation propagation.
Thus, different subvertices of the same vertex are estimated
in different ways and are to be clustered individually. This is
ensured by the method employed in Section III-B2b. As the
single-frame-based 3-D location estimates are valid up to a
scale factor, we normalize the coordinates to make the width of
the vehicle fixed as this remains the same for nearly all vehicles
due to fixed lane width in standard highways.
d) Structural congruity measurement: Structural congruity indices are the measures of similarity of the estimates to
the corresponding counterpart in the generic 3-D model or the
one incrementally learned until the last frame. They are used
in incremental learning and estimation and as a performance
measure at different levels of abstraction of the estimated
3-D model. For each complete 3-D vertex (V3D ), we consider
each of its connected lines (Ln ) and the other 3-D vertex
(V 13D ) to which V3D is connected. Thus, we consider corresponding subvertices v3D and v13D , for V3D and V 13D ,
respectively, for the line Ln to check the structural congruity.
Two cases are possible: case 1, where both the terminal vertices
are complete (when Ln is complete), and case 2, where only
one of them is complete (when Ln is incomplete).
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Case 1: Complete line Ln between V3D and V 13D :
1) Find the line congruity (LnCong) defined by the parallelism of line Ln to different OCC axes, i.e.,
⎧
1, if Ln is X3D -parallel
⎪
⎨
2, if Ln is Y3D -parallel
(13)
LnCong(Ln ) =
3,
if Ln is Z3D -parallel
⎪
⎩
4, if Ln is nonparallel.
2) Find the directional congruity matrix (DirCong) defining the congruity of the line Ln between V3D and V 13D ,
i.e.,
DirCong(V3D , V 13D ) = LnCong(Ln ).

(14)

3) Find the subvertex disparity (D) that measures the
weighted distance between the estimated V3D and its

. The weights (dispW ) change
generic counterpart V3D
[see (15), shown at the bottom of the page], depending on
the importance of different OCC coordinates ([X Y Z])
for that vertex and the completeness of the connected line
(see the detailed discussion in Section III-C1).
4) Find the line completion ratio (C) of the line between V3D
and V 13D with respect to its ground-truth counterpart

between V3D
and V 13D by (see also Section III-C1)

C = V3D − V 13D / V3D
− V 13D  .

(16)

5) Find the 3-D slope angle of the estimated line (θ) and
then the angle error (LnAngErr), using
E = abs(θ − ϕ)/ϕ.

(17)

which measures the error between θ and its ground-truth
counterpart (ϕ) in the generic model. For OCC nonparallel lines, the approximations described in Section III-A3c
are followed.
Case 2: V3D is a complete vertex, but V 13D is an incomplete
one; then, the line Ln between them is an incomplete one. The
generic vertex number of V3D is known, and the generic vertex
number of V 13D is decided by the similarity of the directional
coefficients of 2-D line Ln and 2-D projections of the possible
3-D lines in generic or incremental model concurring on V 13D .
The directional/angular matching is done in the image plane.
For two incomplete lines converging to the same corner, we
will have the same generic vertex number, but correct 3-D subvertices are used in incremental clustering (see Algorithm 2).
In this case, steps in the last paragraph are used with different
dispW in (15) to emphasize more dependence on those coordi-

nates that are expected to be the same from the generic model
constraints.
e) Adaptation and outlier rejection: For each of the complete 3-D vertices (V3D ) encountered in the current frame,
we find the other vertices V 13D (complete or incomplete)
connected to V3D . Note that the incomplete vertices are automatically considered through the complete vertex to which
it is connected. We accumulate corresponding subvertex 3-D
estimations over the frames seen up to this point. We fit a
3-D Gaussian distribution with 95% confidence interval to get
the mean (μ1) and standard deviation (σ1) of the subvertexlevel clusters. Adaptation is basically an outlier rejection step
before the final unsupervised learning step. We discard the 3-D
estimations outside the interval (μ1 ± 2∗ σ1).
f) Unsupervised learning: After discarding the outliers
(in the last section), we fit another 3-D Gaussian distribution
(with 95% confidence interval) with the remaining estimated
locations of the same subvertex and find mean μ and standard
deviation σ. Learned subvertex 3-D estimates are the corresponding means (μ’s). Normalized standard deviation (σ  ) is
the cluster variance that also measures the learning performance, i.e.,
σ  = σ/ (1 + μ) .

(18)

Note that, as the incomplete lines gradually appear over the
frames, the location estimates of the corresponding (incomplete) subvertex change. Hence, σ  is not significant to show
cluster performance in these cases. Subvertex-level reliabilities
(subV rlb) for each vertex (V3D ) are computed by the following.
For complete vertices, with rlbW = [1
subV rlb = rlbW ∗ [C

1

5]/9

1/(1 + D) (1 − E)

and for incomplete vertices, with rlbW = [1
subV rlb = rlbW ∗ [C

2

1/(1 + σ  )]

T

1 5]/7

1/(1 + D) (1 − E)]T

(19)

with different reliability weights (rlbW ) for complete and
incomplete vertices (as detailed in Section III-C1).
g) Exponential forgetting: It is noteworthy that, although
we are estimating a rigid 3-D model of the vehicle in videos,
the estimates from different frames are not the same due to
different noise levels and different estimation errors due to
approximations in Section III-A. For the incrementally learned
estimate of the 3-D vertex locations of the model, exponential
forgetting has been applied on the final cluster, as the feature
points seen long before in a frame are less relevant for estimates
in the current frame.




D = (V3D − V3D
) ∗ dispW ∗ (V3D − V3D
) / V3D − V3D
 , where
⎧
Ln is complete, Ln is incomplete
⎪
⎪
⎪ [1 3 3]/7
[1 5 5]/11,
if Ln is X3D -parallel
⎨
[5 1 5]/11,
if Ln is Y3D -parallel
dispW = [3 1 3]/7
⎪
⎪
[5 5 1]/11,
if Ln is Z3D -parallel
⎪
⎩ [3 3 1]/7
[5 3 3]/11
[5 1 1]/7,
if Ln is nonparallel

(15)
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Individual incremental 3-D estimates of a visible subvertex
(v3D ) and its corresponding incremental subvertex reliability
values (subV rlb) are computed using (20), shown at the bottom
of the page, with corresponding entries across the frames. Q
is the exponential forgetting factor. We use the incremental
estimates of V3D and subV rlb for incremental 3-D model
reconstructions.
h) Incremental learning of vertices and lines: Using the
v3D and subV rlb from (20), we compute the incremental
estimates of the vertices (V3D ) by (21), shown at the bottom
of the page, and the corresponding vertex reliabilities (V rlb)
by (22), shown at the bottom of the page.
Note that, once we have the estimates of the 3-D locations of
the vertices and the 2-D connectivity matrix (P t2LnCorr) for
the current frame, we have the 3-D lines in the current frame.
Line reliabilities for an individual frame are found by (23),
shown at the bottom of the page, using the structural congruity
measures and reliabilities of the connected subvertices. However, different reliability weights (rlbW ) are used (explained
in Section III-C3) based on the completeness of the line itself
and completeness of the connected vertices. Then, we apply the
exponential forgetting principle in (20) to get the incremental
line reliabilities (Erlb).
i) Incremental 3-D model of the vehicle: With the incremental estimates of the 3-D locations of the visible vertices of the vehicle and the 2-D vertex connectivity matrix
(P t2LnCorr) from the 2-D features, we reconstruct the 3-D
model of the vehicle. For performance verification, we define a
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unified reliability value of the 3-D model (M rlb), which is the
mean of the vertex reliabilities, i.e.,



V rlbi
1.
(24)
M rlb =
i:all visible vertices

i:all visible vertices

C. Reliability Scores as Performance Measures
Reliability scores are structural congruity measures of the
estimates of 3-D corner locations and the lines connecting
between them, with respect to the generic 3-D vehicle model.
These measures serve two purposes in this work: 1) They
act as dynamically adaptive weights for estimates of the 3-D
model parameters incrementally modified at different abstraction levels (see Sections III-B2d–III-B2i), and 2) they act as
performance measures at different finer levels to evaluate the
estimated 3-D model at any time. Reliability scores have been
measured at different abstraction levels, as follows.
1) Subvertex Reliability: Four factors govern the subvertex
reliability.
a) Normalized standard deviation (σ  ): This is measured
by (18) to quantify the divergence of the cluster used for
unsupervised learning (see Sections III-B2f). In a way,
this factor shows some idea of congruency in the data
itself and the subvertex-level learning performance.
b) Subvertex location disparity (D): This measures (15)
the weighted disparity of the estimated and generic locations of a vertex. The weight (dispW ) changes for

Incremental estimate of F (V3D or v3D or subV rlb or Erlb) at frame t :
t

F (t) =

e−Q(t−f r) ∗ k(f r) ∗ F (f r)

f r=1
t

e−(t−f r) ∗ k(f r)

f r=1


subV rlbi ∗ v3D (i)



V3D =

i:visible subvertices


subV rlbi

i:visible subvertices

Erlb = rlbW
⎧
⎨ [2
where, rlbW = [2
⎩
[1

∗ [C

(1 − E)



(20)

subV rlbi

(21)

1

(22)

i:visible subvertices



V rlb =

where : Q= scale factor for forgetting
0, if F (f r) is outlier
k(f r) =
1, otherwise
and f r = 0, 1, . . . , N (total frames)


i:visible subvertices

1/(1 + D1 ) 1/(1 + D2 ) subV rlb1

4 2 1 4 2]/15,
4 1 2 2 4]/15,
4 2 2 4 4]/17,

subV rlb2 ]T

if V 13D is complete, V 23D is incomplete
if V 13D is incomplete, V 23D is complete
if V 13D and V 23D are both complete

(23)
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different cases. For example, with complete X3D -parallel
lines, the Y and Z coordinates of the estimated and the
generic subvertex are expected to be more similar than
the X coordinate, and hence, (dispW = [1 3 3]/7) is
selected. For incomplete X3D -parallel lines, (dispW =
[1 5 5]/11) emphasizes less congruency in X coordinates
of the estimated vertex to that in the generic model and,
hence, less relative weight for X.
c) Line completion ratio (C): This is computed by (16). As
the line lengths are unique for different vehicles, we adapt
the ground-truth line length [denominator in (16)] from
the incrementally built 3-D model at that point in time.
d) Line angle error (E): In (17), we gradually adapt the
ground-truth line angle (ϕ) with that in the incrementally built 3-D model to accommodate uniqueness of
vehicles.
Reliabilities of the subvertices (subV rlb) are computed as
the weighted sum of the factors where the weights (rlbW ) are
decided according to their importance based on line completeness (19). Note that, for incomplete vertices, as the subvertex
3-D location changes fast (as the vehicle enters or exits or
changes view), clustering divergence (σ  ) is bound to be high
and need not be considered for reliability consideration. However, in this case, angular similarity is more important than that
for the complete vertex case. This knowledge is reflected in
rlbW selection in (19). In case of complete vertices, factors for
completion (C) and location similarity (1/(1 + D)) are already
resolved, and hence, fewer relative weights (importance) are
assigned than the factors for angular similarity of the connected
line (1 − E) and cluster congruity (1/(1 + σ  )), and we assign
rlbW = [1 1 2 5]/9. For incomplete vertices, the cluster of corresponding subvertex locations is not reliable, yet the angular
similarity of the line connected (1 − E) is more likely to be
similar to that of generic or previous incremental 3-D model;
hence, we select [1 1 5]/7.
2) Incremental Vertex Estimate: Incremental estimates V3D
are found by the weighted mean (21) of the corresponding visible subvertices (v3D ) with their reliabilities (19) as the weights.
Vertex reliability (V rlb) is the mean (22) of the subV rlb values
of the corresponding visible subvertices (v3D ) in the current
frame.
3) Incremental Line Reliability: Line reliability scores are
computed by (23) from the line disparity factors and the disparity and reliability of the terminal subvertices from (19).
Reliability weights (rlbW ) also change with the completeness
of the line and the terminal vertices (more complete means
more reliable). As disparity-based similarity (1/(1 + D)) and
subvertex reliability values (subV rlb) of incomplete vertices
are expected to be low, they are given less weight [see (23)]. For
example, when V 13D is complete and V 23D is incomplete, then
(1/(1 + D1 )) and subV rl1 are expected to be high; (1/(1 +
D2 )) and subV rlb2 are to be low; and the values of subV rlb
are more reliable than disparities. Hence, we have selected
rlbW = [2 4 2 1 4 2]/15. When both V 13D and V 23D are
complete, symmetric relative weights are used, with rlbW =
[1 4 2 2 4 4]/17, where less weight is assigned to C as it is less
relevant there.
4) Model Reliability: Once we have the 3-D vertex locations and their 2-D connectivity (from the P t2LnCorr ma-

trix), we practically have the entire wire frame 3-D model
incrementally built. Hence, for computing the unified model
reliability (M rlb) over the frame sequence, we only consider
the reliabilities of the visible vertices in the current frame and
use the mean as the incremental model reliability, as in (24).
D. Feature Extraction by Structural Tracking
Due to the smooth surface boundaries of automobiles, automatic 2-D corner detection in real video data is very error
prone. Shadows, specular reflections, etc., in the uncontrolled
traffic video add to the complexity. For this reason, we manually
initialize the 2-D corners and connectivity between them (the
Pt2LnCorr matrix) only in the frame where they appear for the
first time, and subsequently, we automatically track, predict,
and extract the corners and lines for all the other frames. Note
that the surveillance video for a particular vehicle is often
short. The fully automated feature extraction is not the focus
of this paper. Existing methods, such as in [21], [24], [25],
[27], and [39], can contribute toward the development of a fully
automated system. Tracking of individual corners may change
the rigid structure of a vehicle in 3-D, which is not expected.
Thus, we use the entire visible vehicle structure to track features
over the frames. The key steps are summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Feature extraction by structural tracking.
1. Detect moving vehicle by image subtraction and morphological cleaning. Then, get the merged bounding box that
is tracked across the frames.
2. Get image evidences of the 2-D corner and line for
tracking and feature reliability of the predictions.
3. Manually initialize the 2-D corners and line connectivity
for the first frame and for frames where new features are
encountered.
4. Form a corner structure to pass across the frames.
5. Track the wire frame (formed by 2-D corners and connecting lines) in its entirety by cross-correlation-based
neighborhood search.
6. Estimate 2-D corners for the current frame from the
tracked wire frame.
1) Moving Vehicle Detection: In the preprocessing, we take
out the even field of every frame and convert color (R =
red, G = green, B = blue) frames to a grayscale one (I = (R +
G + B)/3) to reduce the computational complexity. The first
frame of the video sequence is used as the base frame that
is subtracted from every following frame to get the moving
regions in that frame. To extract silhouettes of the moving
regions, at first, we do binarization, and then, several morphological operations are employed, five times each, in this
order: 1) spurious noise (isolated dangling edges) removal;
2) morphological cleaning; 3) morphological closing; and
4) majority filtering. Then, the connected components of the
moving regions are labeled with 8-neighorhood connectivity.
Regions with an area of less than 10 pixels are discarded. A
minimum rectangular bounding box of the moving region is
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TABLE IV
C ORNER S TRUCTURE : E ACH L OCATION IN [C OL ROW ] F ORMAT

tracked over the frames to reduce the computational complexity
of searching the particular vehicle.
2) Evidences for Tracking and Feature Reliability: We use
cross-correlation-based neighborhood matching for tracking
and finding the confidence score of the automatically extracted
features. In addition to intensity information, we also find the
edge directions (carEdir) and magnitudes (carEmag) for the
cropped areas. We first smooth by a 3 × 3 Gaussian filter
with standard deviation (sigma) equal to 0.5. Then, we use
second-order discrete partial derivatives to find the direction
and magnitude of the edges. We consider directional angles
only in 30◦ of intervals. We extract the silhouette (carSilh)
and boundary (carBnd, which is computed from the perimeter
of carSilh) of the moving vehicle. This is extracted, because,
due to the smoothness of the surfaces, edges are not always
definitive, and carBnd can help to decide the presence of
lines between two corners. Thus, for each frame, we get an
evidence set Evd (gray image, edge direction, edge magnitude,
moving silhouette, and moving boundary). This is used for
finding the corners and lines of the moving vehicle in the
video.
3) Corner Structure for Passing Information Over Frames:
We use a data structure (see Table IV) for storing frame-based
information on the corners and the lines connecting them, and
we pass the structure to the next frame to predict the new 2-D
locations of the corners and lines.
4) Wire-Frame Global Tracking: Local motion-based tracking and prediction of individual corners may become zigzag due
to noisy cross correlations and 2-D motion vectors for different
2-D corners may completely be different. This may severely
deform the wire-frame structure, which is unexpected for rigid
objects such as vehicles. A solution is to use the structural
constraints between the 2-D corners. However, it is hard to
decide the starting point (with true prediction) for applying
structural constraints. The entire wire frame can be changed
by small local deformations to fit the 2-D features extracted
without breaking the structural interrelations among them.
We reduce the aforementioned complexity by globally tracking the entire wire frame (comprising 2-D corners and 2-D lines
connecting them). We predict the position of the entire wire
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frame by the best global cross correlation from the previous
frame to the current frame. The current 2-D features are estimated from this predicted wire frame. When the view of the
moving vehicle severely changes and currently tracked wire
frame cannot fit the new view of the vehicle, relevant corners
are re-initialized. Thus, we consider geometrical deformation of
the frame. Note that we have considered global cross correlation
in this paper. The 3-D model estimated in this paper can
be used for obtaining the best global transformation of the
vehicle.
For tracking the wire frame, different evidences from the
previous and current frames are used. A [7 × 7] window around
the previous location of each corner is searched, and the pixel
with the highest cross correlation is selected as the current
location. Cross correlations are measured for both frames over
5 × 5 pixels patches for evidences. The entire wire frame (with
only complete corners) is moved by exactly the same amount
so that each of the moved corners is within the search window
for its previous frame counterpart. By


conf F r =

conf (crn).

(25)

crn:all visible corners

we sum up the confidence scores [conf (crn)] of all complete
corners (crn) to get the single confidence value (conf F r)
of the entire wire frame for a position. Based on the highest
confidence (conf F r) of the entire wire frame, we select its
predicted position.
Individual [conf (crn)] is computed by linear fusion of
similarities between the corner (crn) in the previous frame and
the choices in the current frame (within the 7 × 7 neighborhood
window) by
conf (crn) = 100 ∗ (α1 ∗ GrayCorr + α2 ∗ EmagCorr
+ α3 ∗ EdirSim + α4 ∗ proxIndx)

αi = 1.
(26)
where
i

The values of αi ’s were determined as α1 = 0.6, α2 = 0.2,
α3 = 0.1, and α4 = 0.1 based on experiments. The similarity
measures [in (26)] are computed as follows:
a) Grayscale value-based cross-correlation index (GrayCorr): This measures intensity-based similarity between
5 × 5 patches around the pixel locations in the previous
and current frames, as in (27), shown at the bottom of the
next page. Xcorr(x, y) is the correlation index between two
intensity image patches [x]N ×N and [y]N ×N with N = 5.
Individual elements [Rxy (m, n)] of the correlation matrix
are computed, as shown in (27). When x and y are the
same image patches, we get an autocorrelation matrix [like
GrayAcorr in (27) and EmagAcorr in (28), shown at the
bottom of the next page], and when x and y are different,
we get the cross-correlation matrix [like GrayXcorr in
(27) and EmagXcorr in (28)]. Only the central elements
(a1, b1) are used to compute the single similarity index, like
grayscale correlation index (GrayCorr) in (27).
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b) Edge-magnitude-based cross correlation (EmagCorr):
This measures the similarity of edge-magnitudes for the
5 × 5 patches around the pixels by (28) [using (27)], where
EmagXcorr and EmagAcorr are cross- and autocorrelation matrices, and a2 and b2 are the respective center
elements.
c) Edge-direction similarity (EdirSim): This measures the
similarity of the edge directions by
EdirSim = cos (|currEdir[i, j] − prevEdir[m, n]|) (29)
i.e., prevEdir and currEdir, at pixel (m, n) in the last
frame and pixel (i, j) in the current frame, respectively.
d) Proximity index (proxIndx): This measures distances
between the previous frame corner location (m, n) and the
candidate pixel (i, j) in the current frame, i.e.,
proxIndx = [1/ [1 + (i, j) − (m, n)]] .

(30)

5) Estimation of 2-D Corners for the Current Frame: From
the tracking result of the entire wire frame, we get the global
motion, which, in our case, is also the local motion. We apply
this motion to each of the complete corners in the previous
frame to get the estimated locations in the current frame (see
Fig. 4). Now, the 2-D linear edge segments can be updated
based on corner connectivity information from the previous corner structure. Incomplete corners are those not yet seen, and the
connecting lines to them are not complete. These incomplete
corners are predicted by extending the corresponding line in the
previous frame, until the line hits the boundary of the current
frame (generally the left or top margin). Note that we have used
a search window (7 × 7) that is large enough such that corre-

sponding corners are safely within the window. In addition, due
to the frame-subtraction-based silhouette detection of moving
vehicles (described earlier), the search window never falls back,
and it is always current. Thus, we have not considered the use
of an adaptive window whose size may vary with the speed of
the motion.
The line reliability values are updated for the current frame
by counting the number of nonzero pixels (nnz) in the close
neighborhood of line Ln , which was normalized by the length
of the line (L2D ), as in
Erlb(Ln ) = 100 ∗ min 1, max

nnz(Emag) nnz(silhBnd)
.
1+L2D
1+L2D
(31)

Edge magnitude (Emag) is not always a good evidence for line
reliability because of the blunt ridges of the vehicles. Hence, we
use both Emag and silhouette boundary (silhBnd) to compute
reliabilities as evidences, and the maximum of them is selected.
Finally, the corner reliabilities are computed by the mean of
the reliabilities of the concurring lines, i.e.,

CrnRlb =

1
LineCnt

LineCnt


Erlb(i).

(32)

i=1

When any new corner or line feature appears in the video sequence, it is initialized for the first time and then automatically
tracked with the other parts of the wire frame in the following
frames.

Xcorr(x, y) = Rxy (2N −1)×(2N −1), where [x]N ×N and [y]N ×N , and N = 5
⎧ N −m−1 N −n−1
⎨
x[i + m, j + n] ∗ y[i, j], m, n ≥ 0
Rxy (m, n) =
where m, n ∈ [−N, N ]
j=0
⎩ i=0
Rxy (−m, −n),
m, n < 0
GrayXcorr = Xcorr(currGrayP atch, prevGrayP atch)
GrayAcorr = Xcorr(currGrayP atch, currGrayP atch)
a1 = GrayXcorr[N, N ] : Center element of the square matrix
b1 = GrayAcorr[N, N ] : Center element of the square matrix
GrayCorr = [1/ [1 + (|a1 − b1|/ (a1 + b1))]]

(27)

EmagXcorr = Xcorr(currEmagP atch, prevEmagP atch)
EmagAcorr = Xcorr(currEmagP atch, currEmagP atch)
a2 = EmagXcorr [N, N ] : Center element of the square matrix and N = 5
b2 = EmagAcorr[N, N ] : Center element of the square matrix and N = 5
EmagCorr = [1/ [1 + (|a2 − b2|/(a2 + b2))]]

(28)
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Fig. 4. Feature-extraction method. Frame (k − 1): Neighborhood patches of 5 × 5 pixels are considered around each complete corner (1–5). Frame k: A 7 × 7
search window is used to move around the 5 × 5 patch for best match. Best match is found based on the total reliability of all the complete corners. Global motion
[m, n] is used to predict complete corners (1–5) in frame k. New corner 10 is initialized for frame k and tracked thereafter. Incomplete corners (6–8, 11, and 12)
are found by extending corresponding linear edge segments until they cut the left margin of the frame.

Fig. 5. Simulated sedan. (a)–(e) Sample frames (total number of frames: 125). (f)–(i) Incremental models at different stages. Reliabilities of lines are color coded.
(j) Unified model reliability value of the incremental 3-D model over the frame sequence (best viewed in color).

E. Summary of the Proposed Method
As summarized in Fig. 1, we start with a traffic video from
a single static uncalibrated camera where, often, the vehicles
are partially seen. After motion-based vehicle detection and
initialization of the 2-D corner and lines in the frame the first
time they are encountered, 2-D features in subsequent frames
are automatically extracted (see Algorithm 3 in Section III-D)
using the local cross-correlation-based global wire-frame trackpredict-verify method (see Fig. 4). The detected 2-D features
are mapped to 3-D (see Figs. 2 and 3) using a novel directional template library (DTL) approach (see Algorithm 1) for
each video frame. Three-dimensional vertices and ridges form
the single-frame-based 3-D model (see Section III-B1). A novel
adaptive-clustering approach (see Algorithm 2) incrementally
adds and updates the 3-D model parameters as increasingly
more views of the vehicle are partially or completely seen (see
Section III-B2) using an exponential forgetting and weighted
history. The incrementally learned 3-D model until the last
frame is used as the ground-truth 3-D model at the current
frame. Reliability scores are then computed to measure the
structural congruity of the 3-D model with this ground truth
at different abstraction levels (see Section III-C). These relia-

bility scores also act as the weight factors during incremental
view integration (see Sections III-B2d–B2i) and provide the
final incremental 3-D model at the current time point (video
frame).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
A. Results on Simulated Traffic Data
1) Simulated Traffic Data: A ten-vertex 15-surface blockbased vehicle was generated, and its motion was simulated
with both translation and orientation changes over the frames.
Sample frames are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(e). In (20), we have
selected a scale factor of exponential forgetting Q to be 0.5.
2) Results on Simulated Data: Incremental results for
frames 17, 35, 50, and 100 are shown in Fig. 5(f)–(i). The
numbers of the vertices are shown. Edge segments are color
coded according to reliability values from red (reliability 0) to
violet (reliability 1). The overall reliability of the model is 0.85.
The model reliability value over the complete video sequence
(125 frames) is shown in Fig. 5(j). As expected, the reliability
value gradually increases (see Fig. 6) as more frames are seen
with minor deviations due to newly seen vertices affecting other
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Fig. 6. Simulated sedan: The ground-truth 3-D locations of the vertices in simulated data and their estimated locations at frames 50 and 100 are shown in the
table. Clustering-based 3-D estimates are robust than their single-frame-based counterparts. Generally, the reliabilities of the 3-D vertices increase when more
frames are considered.

Fig. 7. Sample frames of vehicular videos taken at traffic spot 1 (best viewed
in color).

estimations. Note that vertices 18, 19, and 20 are never seen
over the entire video sequence.

B. Results for Real Traffic Video Data
For unsupervised learning, without any ground truth, for
traffic vehicles in real video, the incremental model learned
until the previous video frame is used as the ground truth,
and corresponding parameters and reliabilities are used in the
computation of the values for the current frame.
1) Real Traffic Video Data: Real traffic video data have been
collected by an uncalibrated camera in two right-angle street
curves so that many different views of the vehicle are seen.

Sample frames for the selected vehicles are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. For traffic spot 1 (see Fig. 7), vehicles are at a relatively
closer distance, and there are fewer views and video frames
for each vehicle, whereas, in traffic spot 2 (see Fig. 8), we get
a larger number of views and video frames. This is expected
to improve the 3-D model-building results. Note that, in the
short duration (60–383 frames: 2–13 s) of the traffic videos
used in this paper, we do not expect significant illumination
changes. The small illumination changes are automatically
handled by wire-frame tracking (see Section III-D) by bestmatch-based correspondences across consecutive frames. However, for longer videos, where illumination changes will be
important, an approach such as [25] can be used. In addition, as one video is independent of the others, illumination
differences between two videos will not affect the results.
Furthermore, there are no significant motion outliers from
shadow [52].
2) Parameters: For all traffic video sequences, we have
considered vehicles that a) enter through the left side margin
of the frame, b) move toward the right side margin, and then
c) either exit through the right side margin of the frame
(traffic spot 1; see Fig. 7) or turn right toward the camera
and exit through the bottom side margin of the frame (traffic spot 2; see Fig. 8). We use angular similarity tolerance
(angSimTh) to enforce parallelism and to decide similarity between lines in the models at different incremental stages. Note
that most of the traffic vehicles are symmetric and indeed have
parallel 3-D ridges that are mapped to 2-D parallel edges.
The threshold angSimTh can be learned from several traffic
videos. For traffic videos taken at spot 2, due to small lengths
of the lines, one pixel error in the 2-D corner location may
magnify the error in angular the directions; hence, we have
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Sample frames of vehicular videos taken at traffic spot 2 (best viewed in color).

used angSimT h = 10◦ . On the other hand, for traffic videos
taken at spot 1, due to larger lengths of the lines detected,
the estimation error in the 2-D corner location causes much
less error in the angular direction; hence, angSimT h = 5◦
is used. As the distance between the vehicle and the camera
is not known, single-frame-based estimates of the 3-D vertex
locations are valid up to a scale factor. We normalize the
coordinates to make the width of the vehicle to be 30 units
in OCC. This scale remains the same for nearly all vehicles
due to fixed lane width in standard highways. Note that the
selected width of 30 units is arbitrary just to normalize all
types of vehicles to compare their 3-D models, and any other
fixed number could have been used as well. For real traffic
data, vehicle view changes are fast. In exponential forgetting in (20) for subvertices (v3D ) and their reliability values
(subV rlb), we use exponential forgetting factor Q = 0.7. For
videos from the same traffic spot, all the parameters are held
constant.
3) Experimental Results on Real Traffic Data: The results for Car1, SUV2, Pickup5, and Jeep3 are shown
in Figs. 9–12, respectively. In each of the figures, we
show sample frames with superimposed features, incremental
models learned until that time, with individual reliability values color coded, and overall learning curve for the estimated
3-D models. For the rest of the vehicle videos, we show
the final 3-D model learning curves in Fig. 13. Compared
with our earlier work [53], this paper provides the details
of DTL, incremental learning and feature extraction, and
results on several types of vehicles from different camera
locations.
4) Discussion of Results: For vehicles in traffic spot 1 (see
Figs. 9 and 10), estimations of vertices in the distant side
surface are not robust due to near fronto-parallel views of
the vehicles. On the other hand, for vehicles in traffic spot 2

Fig. 9. Traffic spot 1: Car1. (a), (c), and (e) Feature superimposed sample
video frames. (b), (d), and (f) Incremental 3-D model until frames in (a),
(c), and (e), respectively. Lines are color coded by their reliability values.
(g) Color-coding bar. (h) Learning curve of the incremental 3-D model. The
table shows the estimated locations (inside square brackets) and reliabilities
(inside parentheses) of the vertices (best viewed in color).

(see Figs. 11 and 12), as more views are visible in the video,
vertices on the distant side surfaces are robustly estimated.
For traffic spot 2, as view variation is nearer the end of video
sequences, the wire-frame tracking and feature estimations are
not robust; hence, the model learning trends start to drop down
[see Figs. 11(h), 12(h), and 13(d)–(f)]. For traffic spot 1 with
less view changes, this trend is not seen [see Figs. 9(h), 10(h),
and 13(a)–(c)].
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Fig. 10. Traffic spot 1: SUV2. (a), (c), and (e) Feature superimposed sample
video frames. (b), (d), and (f) Incremental 3-D model until frames in (a),
(c), and (e), respectively. Lines are color coded by their reliability values.
(g) Color-coding bar. (h) Learning curve of the incremental 3-D model. The
table shows the estimated locations (inside square brackets) and reliabilities
(inside parentheses) of the vertices (best viewed in color).

Fig. 12. Traffic spot 2: Jeep3. (a), (c), and (e) Feature superimposed sample
video frames. (b), (d), and (f) Incremental 3-D model until frames in (a),
(c), and (e), respectively. Lines are color coded by their reliability values.
(g) Color-coding bar. (h) Learning curve of the incremental 3-D model. The
table shows the estimated locations (inside square brackets) and reliabilities
(inside parentheses) of the vertices (best viewed in color).

V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Traffic spot 2: Pickup5. (a), (c), and (e) Feature superimposed sample
video frames. (b), (d), and (f) Incremental 3-D model until frames in (a),
(c), and (e), respectively. Lines are color coded by their reliability values.
(g) Color-coding bar. (h) Learning curve of the incremental 3-D model. The
table shows the estimated locations (inside square brackets) and reliabilities
(inside parentheses) of the vertices (best viewed in color).

Contrary to the expectation, the model reliability is not
monotonically increasing. This is due to the appearance of new
edge segments and vertices that are sometimes noisy and affect
previous estimates and, hence, the reliability values. Note that
wire-frame tracking could handle small occlusion due to the
“stop sign” in video at traffic spot 2 as unoccluded features
correctly tracked the occluded features.

This paper has described a learning-based incremental
3-D modeling approach for vehicles from traffic videos
captured by a single static uncalibrated camera. The DTL
approach has effectively overcame the foreshortening effect
in perspective projection and mapped 2-D features to 3-D.
Unsupervised learning has utilized the incrementally learned
3-D model itself to gradually improve the estimations of features and the model as more video frames are considered.
Note that, by unsupervised learning, we mean that we do not
need a CAD model of the vehicle or any kind of groundtruth 3-D model. The incremental model estimated until the last
frame is used instead (with exponential forgetting and weighted
history). The methodology considered 3-D model building of
rigid objects where a single generic 3-D model is utilized.
As the method worked quite well with uncalibrated and noisy
data, it has the potential in applications with streaming video
information. Although the focus in this paper has been 3-D
model reconstruction of vehicles from video, we have used a
wire-frame tracking method to extract 2-D vehicle features.
In the future, we plan to develop a sophisticated method for
automated vehicle detection [54] and tracking [44]–[49], [52]
to improve our incremental 3-D reconstruction results. The
3-D models developed in this paper will help other ITSs, such
as freeway merging [55], urban traffic monitoring [56], different
tolling amount in electronic toll booths [57], and providing
automated parking information [58] to a particular entering
vehicle. In future extensions to a wider variety of vehicles,
occlusion from multiple vehicles (similar to [38]), the effect
of reflection and illumination variations (like in [25]), and
adaptation of the exponential forgetting parameter from the
video data itself will be considered. We also plan to integrate
shadow rejection [52] algorithms to make the proposed method
robust to such moving outliers in future work.
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Fig. 13. Trends of unsupervised learning for other vehicles. Increasing reliability of the estimated incremental 3-D models of traffic spot 1. (a) Car 2.
(b) SUV 1. (c) Van 1, traffic spot 2. (d) Car 12. (e) Car 14. (f) Van 3. Note that for the videos in traffic spot 1, due to fewer views of the vehicles (at closer
distance) and fewer video frames per vehicle, corners in the far Y –Z plane (in OCC) are not visible, and the learning trend could not reach the steady state
within the lengths of the videos. On the other hand, for the videos in traffic spot 2, near the ends of the videos, due to rapid view changes of the turning vehicles,
wire-frame tracking estimates and predicted 3-D vertex locations are less reliable, which causes oscillations and drags down the overall 3-D model reliabilities.
Better camera view angle and tracking methods are expected to improve the results (see text).
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